Navigate

Share

Anchor

Research your chosen topic. This could
include looking in books, online or
visiting places (museums, libraries etc.)

Create a piece of writing about what
you have found out. This could be
typed or hand written. Tell us about
your amazing discoveries.

Create a project to show off everything
you have learned. This could be a
model, picture, video podcast … let
your imagination go wild!

Scenario: You have been sent to the Amazon Rainforest to try and set up a conservation project to help protect the wild life in the area.

Navigate: Choose part of the scenario to research- which part is up to you. Pick something that interests you. (Why is the rainforest being
destroyed? Can we do anything about it? How does this impact upon wildlife? Which species are endangered? How does tourism affect
the rainforest? You could also choose one articular species that lives in the rainforest and focus on that. You could also research
biodiversity within the rainforest). You can choose one or more- it’s up to you.
Share: Complete a written piece- this could be a plan of what you would do if you were the leading the conservation team. It could be a
summary of your research or it could be a story told from the point of view of one of the residents within the rainforest- How would they
feel seeing the habitat of so many species being destroyed?
Anchor: Now create a project piece to sum up what you have learned. You could create a model f your island or an working electrical
circuit (hint you can use lemons as batteries). You could create a brochure to advertise your island.
Your finished project needs to be submitted on Friday 9 September 2016. It should be handed in to your tutor.

